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to some wicked deity (and it does seem to 
burn, sending little wisps of pink and orange 
into the blackness—another inspired touch). 
Moody rumbling isn’t everything, but it has 
plenty to recommend it.

—Jackson Arn

André Cadere
Ortuzar Projects, New York

SINCE HIS DEATH IN 1978, AT AGE 44, 
Warsaw-born, Romanian-French artist André 
Cadere has become something of a cult figure, 
especially in Europe. He is best known for 
his idiosyncratic sidewalk performances—
présentations or promenades, as he called them, 
which he began in 1972. These ostensibly 
simple solo actions involved walking through 
the art hubs of New York City, London, and 
Paris while grasping a tall staff. The sculptural 
objects, which he called barres de bois rond, 
were constructed from numerous stacked 
cylinders of painted wood, imperfectly shaped 
but uniform in size, connected through the 
center via wooden dowels and glue (the colors 
were determined by an eccentric numerical 
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André Cadere: Round bar of wood B 01234000, 1975, 
painted wood, 72⅛ inches tall; at Ortuzar Projects.

subject is flesh, and in the eighteen canvases 
recently on display at Kasmin Gallery, flesh 
is squeezed and kneaded and pinched like 
Play-Doh. The results, painted between 1947 
and 1987, range from arrestingly macabre 
to affectedly macabre to plain old affected. 
Tanning is wonderful at layering texture 
on texture, and she can be a deft colorist 
(check out the way a single dab of red gives 
On Avalon, from 1987, a subtle center). On 
the whole, though, her efforts amount to 
overtures more than full symphonies, with 
more moody rumbling and throat clearing 
than payoff.

Thanks in large part to the crisply 
enigmatic images she painted in her thirties, 
Tanning is presumed to be a Surrealist. But 
the paintings that were on view at Kasmin—
with their vexed eroticism, their kneejerk 
seriousness, their refusal to bend to easy 
psychological interpretation, and their rich, 
heavy colors—seem more fin de siècle. Pour 
Gustave l’adoré (1974), which depicts what 
appears to be the Little Mermaid bathed in 
sickly haunted-house chiaroscuro, could 
have been painted eighty years earlier. In 
interviews, Tanning talked about reading 
Gothic novels as a girl, and it shows: much 
of this show is queasily intense, and very 
little is whimsical or playful (she read Alice 
in Wonderland, too, but judging from these 

walls you’d never know). She can summon 
fleshy forms out of thin air—even a pure 
abstraction like Aux environs de Paris (Paris 
and Vicinity), 1962, has the same pimpled, 
gouty bloat as a figurative painting like 
Portrait de famille (Family Portrait), 1977. The 
latter, a swirl of pink nudes floating above 
a black, gaping mouth, may have been the 
most characteristic painting in the show. 
At first sight it packs a considerable punch, 
but the longer you look, the less you see: 
the swirl gets less mysterious and more 
vague; the gaping mouth does too much of 
the atmospheric work and still can’t make 
up for the surrounding muddle; the strain 
to convey uncanniness comes across as 
strongly as the uncanniness itself. What at 
first seemed larger than life starts to seem 
unintentionally funny, like a sullen teen 
who’s just discovered Camus.

Tanning is at her best when she 
showboats less. In To Climb a Ladder (1987), 
one of the strongest works that was on 
display, she sets a rickety stack of limbs 
and breasts against a clean black rectangle 
trimmed with blue. It’s a savvy compositional 
choice, for the same reason it’s savvy not to 
show too much of the monster in a horror 
movie; understatement allows the eerie 
mass in the foreground—half ladder, half 
climbers—to burn brighter, like an offering 

Dorothea 
Tanning: To Climb 
a Ladder, 1987,  
oil on canvas,  
47¼ by 41¼ inches; 
at Kasmin.
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countless modulated facets of green, blue,  
and yellow that emanate in radiating bands 
from two points of white near the top of  
the canvas. The colors shift and alternate in 
irregular patterns that correspond to those  
of the barres. Another work, from 1969, a 
painted wood diptych with jagged edges, 
was displayed on the floor, merging abstract 
painting with Minimalist sculpture à la Carl 
Andre. It is a daring piece that served as a 
bridge between the playful color and spatial 
relationships in the paintings and the austere 
elegance of the lonesome barres.    

—David Ebony  

Austin Osman 
Spare
Iceberg Projects, Chicago

WHEN HE DIED IN 1956, BRITISH ARTIST 
Austin Osman Spare had been all but 
forgotten by the cognoscenti who had once 
hailed him as the finest draftsman of his 
generation. His early work was favorably 
compared to the intricate ink illustrations 
of Aubrey Beardsley. But his later excursions 
into ritual magic and the occult, exemplified 
by the grimoires he published, arguably 

sidelined his career. The subtitle of a 2012 
biography dubs him “London’s Lost Artist.”

“Psychopathia Sexualis,” recently on view 
at Iceberg Projects in Chicago, was Spare’s 
first solo exhibition in North America. It 
was an especially pungent debut amid the 
trigger warnings and pandemic-induced 
body horror of our moment. Named after 
German psychiatrist Richard von Krafft-
Ebing’s 1886 study of sexual pathology, the 
show presented a folio of forty-four untitled 
pencil drawings that illustrate a cornucopia 
of perversions—bestiality, coprophagia, 
urolagnia, name your pleasure—along 
with stock-in-trade like fellatio. The Kinsey 
Institute at Indiana University acquired 
the folio in 1963, under somewhat murky 
circumstances, and it remained unheralded 
until now.

There’s speculation that a kinkster couple 
commissioned the work in the early 1920s. 
The result features a cast of phantasmagoric 
characters: satyrs, horned men, figures caught 
between genders or species, nightmarish penis-
shaped creatures. The human bodies in Spare’s 
work are overripe and unmanicured. They 
occupy vacant space that’s indistinguishable 
as interior or landscape, although vestiges of 
erased lines are sometimes visible. A vague  
air of pestilence dominates, underscored 
by the cankered faces and copious runoff 
of semen, vomit, feces, and urine. If Spare’s 
erotic vignettes recall those of precursors  
such as Belgian Symbolist Félicien Rops, 
Hungarian painter Mihály Zichy, and French 
illustrator Martin van Maële, his fixation  
on excretion and physical degradation is 
singular in its extremism.

All of this grotesquerie is exuberant. 
Spare’s figures are soiled revelers, captive 
gluttons, and dead-eyed hedonists, daring 
the viewer to condemn their bacchanal. In 
one drawing, three misshapen, golem-like 
creatures urinate on a voluptuous woman 
lounging below. Her eyes are closed in relish, 
and the sinuous streams of urine form a kind 
of pedestal around her. She seems imported 
from a Rubens canvas, as if Spare were 
taking the piss out of art historical beauty 
standards. Similarly, in another drawing, a 
figure who resembles Spare—his tousled 
hair a trademark—is bent over, defecating 
onto two figures preoccupied with their own 
masturbatory idyll.

Spare’s line has a calligraphic subtlety 
and a lithe vigor that troubles distinctions 
between clothing, bodies, and bodily fluids. 
Forms dissolve and coalesce, as in another 
drawing in which a mass of ruined faces that 
bring to mind Honoré Daumier’s caricatures 
swells toward a winged vagina cruising 
overhead. This outcrop of men is rendered 
with such gestural intensity that it could well 

system of the artist’s invention). A superlative 
example is the six-foot-tall Round bar of wood B 
01234000 (1975), with fifty-two segments in an 
alternating sequence of yellow, orange, red, 
and white. It leaned against the wall in quiet 
repose alongside numerous other examples, 
and thirty color photos that Cadere took to 
document the performances, in the artist’s 
recent exhibition at Ortuzar Projects in New 
York—his first survey in the United States 
since a PS 1 retrospective in 1989.

Cadere’s promenades were inspired in 
part by Richard Long’s “walks in landscapes,” 
such as A Line Made by Walking (1967), in 
which the British artist walked back and 
forth in a straight line across a meadow until 
he created a path of flattened turf. Cadere 
was also motivated by the early absurdist 
performances of Gilbert & George, who 
became personal friends and supporters. In 
his promenades, Cadere would lean the pole 
against the exteriors of buildings, or against 
the interior walls of art galleries. In New York, 
in the late 1970s, he typically chose prominent 
contemporary art venues like Leo Castelli  
to surreptitiously exhibit his work within the 
context of another artist’s show. 

Although Cadere had a gentle, 
nonthreatening demeanor, passersby and 
gallerygoers often regarded his interventions 
with consternation, and on more than one 
occasion, gallery staff or security ejected 
him and his barre. On some level, Cadere’s 
endeavor was ironic and contradictory. The 
destinations of his promenades were often 
galleries or museums that he had previously 
approached with an offer to sell or exhibit 
his barres as sculptures. He was, of course, 
routinely dismissed as one of many young 
artists without significant institutional 
recognition. For that reason, his undertaking 
is regarded today as a radical critique of the 
gallery system of the time, with its exclusivity 
and emphasis on art-world buzz.  

Absent the artist and the work’s 
performative aspect, the barres appeared 
rather talismanic, less vehicles of critique than 
static objects to be regarded. Presented here 
as discrete sculptures, they bore the influence 
of Brancusi’s Endless Column (1918) as much as 
the calculated Minimalist aesthetics of Donald 
Judd and Sol LeWitt. 

Among the surprises in the exhibition 
were related early pieces, such as the tall Cubic 
bar of wood (1971), a prototype of the barres, in 
which the wood segments are cubes rather 
than cylinders, and the colors and sequence 
of the segments appear more complex and 
varied. Rarely, if ever, shown in the US, six 
large, untitled abstract paintings from the late 
1960s explore biomorphic shapes and quasi-
Cubist spatial structures. One approximately 
three-foot-wide painting from 1967 features C
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Austin Osman Spare: Untitled, ca. 1921-22,  
pencil on paper, 17 by 14 inches; at Iceberg Projects.
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Austin Osman Spare: Untitled, ca. 1921-22,  
pencil on paper, 17 by 14 inches; at Iceberg Projects.
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